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ABSTRACT 
The main result is that if the smallest eigenvalue of a graph H exceeds a fixed 
number larger than the smallest root (= - 2.4812) of the polynomial r3 + 231” - 
2x - 2, and if every vertex of H has suffkiently large valency, then the smallest 
eigenvalue of H is at least - 1 - fi and the structure of H is completely character- 
ized through a new generalization of line graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The second author recalls with pleasure the time when (in 1980) he 
worked with Jaap Seidel in Eindhoven on eigenvalues of graphs. The elegant 
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line graph theorem of Cameron, Goethals, Seidel, and Shult [3], characteriz- 
ing generalized line graphs as the graphs with smallest eigenvalue 2 -2 
(apart from finitely many exceptions related to the exceptional root Systems 
E,, E,, Es) was still new at that time, and among other things, we were 
wondering what happened for smallest eigenvalues < - 2. (See Chapter 3 of 
Brouwer, Cohen, and Neumaier [l] and Bussemaker and Neumaier [2] for 
the current state of affairs.) 
A first step in this direction had been done by Hoffman 151, where he 
noted that for large minimum valency, the smallest eigenvalue - 1 - G was 
a natura1 threshold where new structure beyond the generalized line graph 
structure would be expected to appear. 
In this Paper we show that this is indeed the case, and we determine 
completely the structure of graphs with smallest eigenvalue > - 1 - fi in 
the case that the minimum valency is sufficiently large. Since we use brute 
forte (Ramsey-type arguments) to keep the proof short, the bound on the 
minimum valency implicit in our treatment is probably much larger than 
necessary. A number of open Problems remain. 
Hoffman’s analysis was based on the properties of simple subgraphs 
involving large cliques, which he depicted by fat vertices. We shall idealize 
this Situation as follows. 
A Hojjkun graph is a graph H with a distinguished coclique A. Vertices 
in A are called fat; other vertices slim. We draw Hoffman graphs by 
depicting vertices as large (small) black dots if they are fat Mim>. 
The fatness CJJ(H) of a Hoffman graph H is the minimal valency of slim 
vertices without a fat neighbor, if such vertices exist. If not, we cal1 Hfat and 
dehne <p(H) = ~0. (Indeed, we essentially treat fat vertices as infinite cliques 
whose vertices are adjacent to the neighbors of the fat vertex. Ordinary slim 
graphs have no fat vertices and their fatness is just the minimum valency.) 
In the following, all graphs considered are Hoffman graphs (even when 
this is not mentioned explicitly) and all subgraphs considered are induced 
subgraphs. A graph is embedded in a graph H if it is isomorphic to a 
subgraph of H. Notation is as in [l]. 
2. A NEW GENERALIZATION OF LINE GRAPHS 
In this section we show that line graphs and traditional generalized line 
graphs are special cases of a new generalization of the line graph concept. 
Let 2 be a family of Hoffman graphs. An ZZine graph is a subgraph of a 
graph H with the following property: 
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(L) There is a family of (induced) subgraphs Z-I’ (1 = 1,. . . , s) such 
that: 
(i) Esch slim vertex of H is in exactly one H’. 
(ii) Two slim vertices in different H’ have at most one common fat 
neighbor, and they have one iff they are adjacent. 
(iii) Esch H’ is isomorphic to a graph in 2’. 
(iv) Esch vertex of H is one of the H '. 
An Zquasiclique is a graph that is a subgraph of an Aline graph which 
has a fat vertex adjacent to all other vertices: 
1 Av 
Hl HZ 4 
2.1. EXAMPLES. If 2’ consists of the graph H, only or if Z= {H,, H,] 
(which makes no differente since H, c H,), then Aline graphs without fat 
vertices are just line graphs and Zquasicliques are just the cliques (possibly 
including a fat vertex). If R’= {H,, H,, Hz), then Aline graphs without fat 
vertices are just the generalized line graphs and Zquasicliques are the 
complements of a disjoint Union of isolated vertices and edges (where a fat 
vertex must be isolated in the complement), i.e., the subgraphs of so-called 
Cocktail Party graphs. 
We say a graph H is blocked if a family of subgraphs called blocks are 
distinguished in such a way that every vertex is in some block. For a blocked 
graph, we cal1 edges which are not in a block and nonedges which are in a 
block special. For example, a fat graph H tan be blocked by taking as blocks 
all sets consisting of a fat vertex and all its neighbors. We cal1 the blocks 
defined in this way fut blocks. The special pairs are edges without a fat 
neighbor and nonedges having a fat neighbor. The graph on the slim vertices 
whose edges are the special pairs is called the special gruph of H. 
We cal1 two slim vertices of a blocked graph H reluted if they form a 
special pair or if they are in more than one block. A piece of a blocked graph 
is the Hoffman graph induced on an equivalence class of slim vertices (with 
respect to the transitive closure of the relation “related”) together with the fat 
vertices adjacent to any of them. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let %' be a family of fat graphs. A graph is an 2%line 
graph iJf it tan be blocked in such a way that all blocks are &nquasicliques 
and all pieces are isomorphic to some subgraph of a graph in +%Y 
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Proof. If 3 is a fa mi y 1 of fat graphs, then any bt-line graph tan be 
blocked (possibly in several ways) by taking as blocks the restrictions of the 
fat blocks of the graph H in the definition. With this blocking, pieces are 
subgraphs of the H’ in condition (L). Conversely, taking the H’ as the 
extensions of the pieces of H to graphs in Z(using as extra vertices different 
vertices in each piece), condition (L) is satisfied. ??
2.3. REMARK. For a fat Aline graph blocked by fat blocks, the pieces 
are not necessarily isomorphic to some subgraph of a Hoffman graph in Z 
(Consider a triangle and three fat vertices adjacent to one slim vertex each.) 
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF HOFFMAN GRAPHS 
In this section we relate certain representations of Hoffman graphs in a 
Euclidean space to the smallest eigenvalue of a related matrix and show that 
the concept of Zline graphs is naturally adapted to the study of such 
representations. A mapping which assigns to each vertex y of a Hoffman 
graph H a vector 7 E 0%” such that - 
m, if 7 = 6 is a slim vertex, 
- 
(Y,q = 1, 
if 7 = S is a fat vertex, 
1, if 7 and 8 are adjacent, 
0, otherwise , 
is called a representation of norm m. 
3.1. EXAMPLE. Consider the Hoffman graph formed from a line graph 
L(P) of a graph P by taking L(P) as the subgraph of slim vertices and 
adding the vertices (but not the edges) of P as fat vertices, with each fat 
vertex adjacent to all slim vertices (i.e., edges of P) which emanate from the 
fat vertex (as a vertex in P). If we pick an orthonormal basis of unit vectors ey 
indexed by the fat vertices, we get a representation of norm 2 by representing 
fat vertices 7 by ey and slim vertices given as edge 3 in P by ey + es. 
3.2. THEOREM. A Hoffman graph H has a representation of norm m iff 
the smullest eigenvalue Ami,, of the matrix 
B, := A - CCT (1) 
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satisfies Ami,, > -m, where is the adjacency matrix of the graph, in 
a labeling in which the fat vertices come last. 
We cal1 A,i, the smallest eigenvalue of H. 
Proof, (i) In a representation of norm m, the vectors 
Xy := 7 - C c,,S (y slim) 
6 fat 
have Gram matrix A - CCr + mZ. Hence this matrix is positive semidefi- 
nite, and all its eigenvalues are > -m. Thus Amin > -m. 
(ii) Conversely, if Ami, > -m, then A - CCr + mZ is positive semidefi- 
nite, hence has a Cholesky factorization LLT with Square L. Now it is easy to 
check that (with Standard unit vectors e’) 
7’= “i L,,e’ + C C,,es, if y is a fat vertex, otherwise, 
s slim 6 fat 
defines a representation of norm m. ??
3.3. COROLLARY. The smallest eigenvalue of a subgraph of H is not less 
than the smallest eigenvalue of H itself. 
Proof. The corresponding representation of H of norm m (where -m 
is the smallest eigenvalue of H) restricts to such a representation of H’. ??
3.4. LEMMA. The matrix B, defined in (1) has diagonal entrtes 
B,, = - number offat neighors of y 
and OH-diagonal entries 
B,s = A,s - number of common fat neighbors of y and 6. 
The next result tan be interpreted intuitively as “pulling finite cliques out 
of the infinite cliques represented by fat vertices.” 
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3.5. PROPOSITION. Let H’ be the graph obtained from a Hofiman graph 
H by adjoining to one or more nonbolated fat vertices, slim cliques in such a 
way that the vertices of a new Clique are adjacent precisely to each other and 
to one corresponding fat vertex and its neighbors. Then the smallest eigen- 
value of H’ equals the smallest eigenvalue of H. 
Proof. It is easy to see that B,, = 0 0, . Thus the smallest eigen- 
( 1 
value of H’ equals that of H, unless the smallest eigenvalue of H is larger 
than - 1. However, in the latter case, Corollary 3.3 Shows that H contains no 
paths of length 2 (involving slim and/or fat vertices). Thus H is a disjoint 
Union of cliques and if there is a nonisolated fat vertex, the smallest 
eigenvalue equals - 1, which is a contradiction. W 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let H be a Hojfman graph such that each slim vertex 
has a unique fat neighbor. Then the smallest eigenvalue of H is uniquely 
determined by the special graph of H. 
Proof. Since every slim vertex has exactly one fat neighbor, we conclude 
from Lemma 3.4 that 
if ( y, S} is a special edge, 
ify= Sor{y,S) is a special nonedge, 
otherwise. 
(2) 
Clearly, this matrix, and hence the smallest eigenvalue of H, is determined 
by the special graph of H. ??
3.7. THEOREM. Let 8 be a family of graphs with a representation of 
norm m. Then evey X-line graph has a representation of norm m. 
Proof. Construct representations of norm m of the Hl from condition 
(L) in mutually orthogonal Euclidean spaces E, and identify in the direct sum 
of the E, the unit vectors representing identical fat vertices (by factoring out 
their differentes). This yields a representation of norm m of the graph H 
from condition (L) and, by restriction, a representation of norm m for 
arbitraryzline graphs. W 
As convenient abbreviations of certain numerical values for smallest 
eigenvalues, we denote in the following by oj (j = 0,. . . ,4) the smallest 
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roots of the polynomials pj(x>, where 
p,(x)=x2+2x-1, ff0 = -1-G 5: -2.4142, 
pr( x) = x3 + 2x2 - 2~ - 2, (Er = -2.4812, 
p2(x) =x*+x-4, a2 = +( - 1 - Jl’i) = -2.5616, 
p3(x)=x2+3x+1, cr3 = ;(-3 - m) = -2.6180, 
p4( x) = X2 + 2x - 2, <yq = -1 - 6 = -2.7321. 
Note that cq < cr,, = - 1 - fi, for i > 0. 
4. A FORBIDDEN SUBGRAPH THEOREM 
In this section we give a complete characterization of fut Hoffman graphs 
with smallest eigenvalue of H at least - 1 - fi. We shall need explicitly the 
Hoffman graphs from Figure 1. With each graph, we give a graph name H, 
and the smallest eigenvalue, as defined in Section 3. 
We shall also need a list of special graphs Si (See Figure 2; drawn by 
depicting special edges as full lines and special nonedges as dashed lines), 
together with the smallest eigenvalues of the corresponding Hoffman graphs 
satisfjing the hypothesis of Proposition 3.6. (It is easy to see that a special 
graph gives rise to only few such Hoffman graphs.) 
Let Z= {H,, H,, H,, Hg} and Z” = (H, I i = 1, . . . ,9}. Because of the 
inclusions H,, H, c H, and H,, H,, H, c H,, Aline graphs and Z’-line 
graphs are the Same. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. A graph is an GFSquasiclique ifi its complement is a 
disjoint Union of paths of length at most 2 and a fat vertex Cif any exists) is 
isolated in the complement. 
Proof. The neighborhoods of the fat vertices in graphs from Z? are 
precisely the complements of paths of length at most 2. w 
We now define 
“&:=.&Yr Ud*, (3) 
where Jr = ( Hi I i = 10,. . . , IB}, and d2 is the set of graphs such that each 
slim vertex has exactly one fat neighbor and the special graph is one of the 
graphs Si (i = 6, . . . ,241. 
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Hl, Amin = -1 Hz, Amin = -2 
n v 
Hh, .&in = -2 HS, hin = @O 
v 
Ha, Amin = -2 
Hg, Anin = 00 
HIS, Anin = -4 
4.2. THEOREM. For a fat graph H, the following conditions arc equiva- 
lent : 
(i) H hm a representation of norm -1-G. 
(ii) The swuzllest eigenvalue of H is at least - 1 - fi. 
(iii) H contains no subgraph isomorphic to som graph in A. 
(iv) H is an 2%line graph. 
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-I SI Fl T\I 
S5, Lin = a0 S67 kn = W S7, Anin = Ql SS, Lin =Q2 
o---e 
IT FT i...: ly 
SI71 Lin = 04 S18r Lin = Q4 49, Ani” = -3 s,,, Anti” = -3 
n 
I I 
??;--0 _ 
, , \. 5 
i---i 
‘. ’ 
0 U 
SZ17 Lin = -3 SZ27 kn = -3 S23, Amin = -3 S24, Xmzn = -3 
FK. 2. 
Proof Since all graphs in Z have smallest eigenvalue > - 1 - G, 
they have a representation of norm - 1 - fi by Theorem 3.2. Theorem 3.7 
then Shows that (iv) implies (i). Directly by Theorem 3.2, (i> implies (ii). Since 
all graphs in .& have smallest eigenvalue < - 1 - fi, (ii> implies (iii) by 
Corollary 3.3. 
The difficult part is to Show that (iii) implies (iV). Assume that H is a fat 
graph not containing a subgraph isomorphic to some graph in J. We 
consider the blocking defined by the fat blocks and note that, by assumption, 
every slim vertex has a fat neighbor. To Show that H is an Aline graph, we 
proceed in a number of Steps. 
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Step 1. The complement of a block is a disjoint Union of paths of length at 
most 2. In particular, blocks are Zquasicliques. Indeed, paths of length 3, 
triangles, quadrangles, and 3-claws are forbidden in the complement since 
they give rise to subgraphs H,,, H,,, H,,, and H,,, respectively. This leaves 
as connected components in the complement only paths of length at most 2. 
Esch such component, together with the fat vertex in the block, defines a 
subgraph of Hs. It is easy to see that with these subgraphs, the block 
becomes an Aline graph which is an Zquasiclique. 
Step 2. Two fat vertices have at most one common neighbor. In particular, 
two slim vertices are related iff they form a special pair. Two common 
neighbors are forbidden since they would produce a subgraph H,, or H,,. 
Step 3. Any subgraph H, is a piece. If not, the piece containing H, has a 
further related pair containing the slim vertex y of H,, which would lead to 
subgraphs H,, or H,,, or y has another fat neighbor, which would lead to 
H,s. 
Step 4. We now consider pieces with more than one slim vertex. By the 
previous Steps, each slim vertex has exactly one fat neighbor. We look at the 
special graph of such a piece. By construction of &, the special graph has 
none of the special graphs Si (i = 6, . . . ,24) as a subgraph. 
Step 5. If the piece contains a special nonedge, a simple extension process 
pruned with the list of Si, Shows that the only possibilities are the special 
graphs Si (i = 1,. . . , 4). Thus, the pieces must be isomorphic to one of the 
graphs Hs, H,, Hs, or H,. 
Step 6. If the piece contains no special nonedge, its special edges form a 
connected graph S. If S is not a Clique, it contains a path of length 2. 
Extension of this path would lead to one of the Si (i = 6, . . . ,24); hence the 
path of length 2 is already all of S, i.e., S = S,. This special graph is realized 
by two fat graphs-H7 and H,. However, if S is a Clique, we tan add to H a 
fat vertex adjacent to all Points of this Clique, and in this extended graph, the 
piece Splits into pieces of the form H,. Thus, in either case, the pieces (of 
the extended graph) must be isomorphic to one of the graphs H,, H,, or H,. 
Step 7. Thus, after possible extension by some fat vertices, H has only 
pieces in Z By Theorem 2.2, it is an Aline graph. ??
5. SLIM GRAPHS OF LARGE VALENCY 
In this section, we use Ramsey-type arguments to extend the results of 
the previous section to nonfat graphs of sufficiently large fatness, and in 
particular to ordinary (slim) graphs of suffciently large minimum valency. 
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5.1. THEOREM. L,et h be a number lar-ger than (Y, = -2.4812, the 
smallest root of the polynomial x3 + 2 x2 - 2x - 2. Then there exists a 
number k, such that evey Hoffman graph H with fatness q(H) 3 k, whose 
smallest eigenvalue A,,, is at least A is an {H,, H,, H,, H,}-line graph. In 
particular, A,,i, > - 1 - 6. 
To prove this theorem, we construct a larger fat graph to which we tan 
apply the results of the previous section. The delicate part consists in showing 
that this extended graph cannot contain subgraphs from A. This is enabled 
by two key observations due to Hoffman [5]. Hoffman’s first Observation is a 
Ramsey-type argument which Shows that each vertex is in at least one large 
Clique. Recall that the Ramsey number R(a, b) is the smallest number 2; such 
that every graph with at least v vertices contains either an a-coclique or a 
b-Clique. This number is always finite (See, e.g., Graham et al. [4]>. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let H be a graph with smallest eigenvalue > (Y]. 
Then H contains no 7-claw and evey vertex of valency > R(7, c) is 
contained in a (c + l)-Clique. 
Proof. An s-claw has smallest eigenvalue -6. Since CQ > -J’i-, H 
cannot contain a 7-claw. The neighborhood of a vertex y of valency > R(7, c> 
therefore cannot contain a 7-coclique, and by definition of Ramsey numbers, 
the neighborhood contains a c-Clique C. Now C U {y) is the required 
(c + l)-Clique. W 
This Observation tan be used to find approximate fat Hoffman subgraphs. 
The second Observation of Hoffman is an approximation result for fat vertices 
by large finite cliques. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let H be a Hoffman graph and denote by H” the 
Clique extension obtained by replacing all fat vertices by slim n-cliques, all of 
whose vertices are adjacent to the neighbors of the corresponding fat vertices. 
Then 
Proof. See Hoffman [5]. 
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5.4. COROLLARY. lf 4 is a finite set of Hoffman graphs, then there is an 
integer n such that 
&,,( H “) < A, for all H E-M. (4) 
Now let rz = nA be an integer such that (4) holds for the set _& of 
Hoffman graphs defined in (3). (L is finite since every graph in .JY has at 
most four slim vertices and at most four fat vertices.) We shall show that 
Theorem 5.1 holds with 
where 
k, := R(7, ch), 
c* = (3n, + 16)(r~, + 1). (5) 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let H be a Hoffman graph with fatness q(H) z 
k, whose smallest eigenvalue Ami,, is at least A. By pulling out cliques 
(Proposition 3.5) for the vertices with a fat neighbor, we may assume without 
loss of generality that H has minimum valency at least k,. By Proposition 5.2, 
every slim vertex is in a (ch + I)-Clique and hence in a slim c,-Clique (since 
the fat vertices form a coclique, a Clique contains at most one fat vertex). 
Since these cliques tan be extended to maximal quasicliques (in the follow- 
ing, short for {H,, HS, H,, Hs)-quasicliques), H becomes blocked by calling 
blocks the maximal quasicliques which contain a slim c,-Clique. 
Now let B be a block containing a slim c,-Clique C and let 7 be a vertex 
not in B. We Claim that y is adjacent to at most m := nA + 5 vertices of C. 
Indeed, since a block is a maximal quasiclique, B U {y} is not a quasiclique; 
hence it contains the complement of a path of length 3, a triangle, a 
quadrangle, or a 3-claw D. Since B is a quasiclique, D is not a subgraph of 
B, so that y is one of the vertices of D. Now suppose that the neighbors of y 
in C form an s-Clique N. A vertex in N has no nonneighbor in N since N is 
a Clique, and a vertex in B \ N has at most two nonneighbors in N since B is 
a quasiclique. After removing the vertices of D \ (y} and their nonneighbors 
from N, we are therefore left with a Clique of size r z s - 6. The subgraph 
induced on the Union of D and this Clique is a graph H: with i E (10, . . . ,13}, 
and by Corollary 5.4, we must have r < nA. Thus s < nA + 5. 
If a block contains a fat vertex, this vertex must be adjacent to all other 
vertices of the block (since the block is a quasiclique). For every block not 
containing a fat vertex, we adjoin a new fat vertex adjacent precisely to all 
vertices in that block. If we tan show that the resulting Hoffman graph H’ 
contains no subgraph isomorphic to a graph in 4, Theorem 4.2 implies that 
H’ (and hence its subgraph H) is an Aline graph. Theorems 3.7 and 3.2 
then imply that the smallest eigenvalue of H is at least - 1 - &. 
Thus assume by way of contradiction that H’ contains a subgraph 
isomorphic to a graph H, E-M. H, has at most four slim vertices and at most 
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four fat vertices, and each fat vertex has at least one slim neighbor. By the 
preceding results, every fat vertex y of H, is contained in a maximal 
quasiclique of H ’ containing a slim c,-Clique CF, 
We now remove from C; the neighbors of 7 in H, and the neighbors of 
the nonneighbors of y in Ha, a total of at most 3m + 1 vertices. Pick nh of 
these vertices to form the Clique C,. Now we repeat the procedure with 
another fat vertex 7’ of H, (if one exists) and a corresponding slim c,-Clique 
Cy,, but also remove all neighbors of vertices in C,, a total of at niost 
3m + 1 + mnA vertices, before picking an n,-Clique C,,. We tan do the 
analogous procedure for a third and fourth fat vertex y” and y”’ to construct 
n,-cliques C SI and C,., 
F 
such that none of its vertices has a neighbor in an 
earlier C+f). Smce ch - (3m + 1) = 4mn,, there are always enough vertices 
left to choose.] 
Now the graph induced on the slim vertices of Ha and the n,-cliques C, 
(one for each fat vertex y of H,) is contained in H, but it is a Clique 
extension HO”, which is forbidden as a subgraph of H by Proposition 5.4, a 
contradiction. Therefore, H’ contains no subgraph isomorphic to a graph 
H, EL, and the theorem is proved. ??
As a special case we find the following neat result. 
5.5. THEOREM. Evey (H,, H,, H,, H,}-line graph har; smullest eigen- 
value 2 - 1 - fi. Conversely, evey graph with smullest eigenvalue > - 1 
- fi and su.ciently large minimum valency is an {H,, H,, H,, HJ-line 
graph. 
5.6. REMARK. In the same way, but with much less detailed work, we 
tan get a new proof of Hoffman’s result in [5] that for h > - 1 - fi, there 
exists a number h, such that every graph H’with minimum valency at least 
h, whose smallest eigenvalue hmi, is at least A is a generalized line graph. In 
particular, h,,, > -2. 
6. OPEN PROBLEMS 
In this final section we mention some open Problems suggested by our 
approach. 
1. It would be interesting to determine the smallest value of the mini- 
mum valency for which Theorem 5.5 still holds. (Our Ramsey-type arguments 
tan certainly be improved a lot by making use of height techniques developed 
in Neumaier [7].) 
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2. Regular generalized line graphs, and regular graphs with smallest 
eigenvalue > -2 have been completely determined; see [2] for a summary 
of the results. When we replace - 2 by - 1 - J2, a natura1 conjecture is the 
following: 
CONJECTURE. (i) A regular {Hs, HS, H,, Ha}-line graph is a line graph 
or a Cocktail Party graph. 
(ii) A regular graph with smallest eigenvalue > - 1 - fi and suffi- 
ciently large valency is a line graph or a cocktail Party graph. 
Clearly, (ii> is a consequence of (i> and the present results, but it may hold 
even when (i> tums out to be false [e.g., if there are only finitely many 
counterexamples to (i)]. 
3. It might be possible to find a complete list of minimal forbidden 
subgraphs for slim (or arbitrary) {H,, Hs, H,, Hs}-line graphs. This would, 
however, probably be a much larger list than our list J in the fat case. 
4. It seems feasible to classify all fat graphs with smallest eigenvalue 
> -3. Indeed, root lattice techniques apply since it is not difficult to show 
that the image of such a graph H under a representation of norm 3 generates 
a root lattice (sec [l] for definitions and properties of root lattices). Since all 
root lattices are known, the structure of fat graphs with smallest eigenvalue 
> -3 appears limited and their determination appears tractable. 
5. For graphs in which every edge has a large number of common 
neighbors, Ramsey theory Shows that every edge is in a large Clique. This is a 
much more restrictive condition which may be idealized by looking at 
Hoffman graphs where any two adjacent slim vertices have a common fat 
neighbor. It might be possible to classify the corresponding graphs even for 
larger negative eigenvalues. The only strongly regular graphs surviving are 
line graphs and complete multipartite graphs; see [6]. For distance-regular (or 
only edge-regular) graphs, it is hkely that the same holds, but nothing is 
known. 
Part of this work was done while the authom were at the Institut ftir 
Angewandte Mathematik, Universität Freiburg, Cermuny. 
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